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Driving Mr. Albert: A Trip Across America with Einstein's Brain 6 Jul 2000. Michael Paterniti has more talent than he knows what to do with, and I mean that literally. His first book, *Driving Mr. Albert: A Trip Across America* with Einstein's Brain, is the story of a trip across the country to retrieve Einstein's brain. Paterniti, a freelance writer, accompanies an elderly pathologist and a journalist on this unusual journey. The brain floats in a Tupperware bowl in the trunk of a Buick Skylark barreling across America. The car is driven by Michael Paterniti, and the pathologist is played by an elderly actor who resembles Albert Einstein. The journalist, played by a younger actor, is responsible for writing the book. The story is told in a humorous and light-hearted manner, and it is a great read for anyone interested in Einstein or the history of science. The book is available on Amazon's Bookstore.